Kitchens industrially
made to measure

They fold, lift and swing up and over with fasincating ease

AVENTOS is the ideal solution for any wall cabinet. Whether it is used in the kitchen or living area, whether there is lots

of space available or only a little and whether it is used with small or large fronts, one thing never changes: the supreme
ease of motion. With SERVO-DRIVE the lift system opens at a single touch. Thanks to BLUMOTION, it closes again

silently and effortlessly. AVENTOS lift system fittings offer the highest quality – in addition to their proven stability and
elegant design.
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Lift systems for enhanced
freedom of movement

Bi-fold lift system
AVENTOS HF

▬▬Ideal for high wall cabinets
▬▬Handle is easy to reach, even when the lift
system is open

▬▬Takes up mimimal space even with large

cabinet heights, thanks to the two-part front

▬▬Can be used with fronts of different heights

Up & over lift system
AVENTOS HS

▬▬Ideal for large, one-part fronts
▬▬Minimal space required thanks to swivel
motion

▬▬Can be combined with cornice or crown
moulding
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LEGRABOX
Elegant box system

Slimline design

Is there such thing as the perfect drawer? Different from the norm, focussed on the principles it pursues – yet

unprecedented in its level of performance. Straightforward. Simple. Slim. Like LEGRABOX – Experience Elegance.

The box system impresses with its clear contours, parallel drawer side design and decorative lines as central design
element.
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Seamless transitions
All components of

LEGRABOX are perfectly coordinated with one
another and form

harmonious transitions.

New colour concept
LEGRABOX features

a completely new colour
concept. The entire

material is made either
from anti-fingerprint

stainless steel or steel
with matt coating,

giving it a special feel.

View
LEGRABOX film
www.blum.com/
trailerlegrabox
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TANDEMBOX
A single box system to meet all your customer’s requirements?
You can do it with the TANDEMBOX programme. This is because
the TANDEMBOX antaro and TANDEMBOX plus lines have many
different design options. Both TANDEMBOX lines are based on
the tried and tested TANDEMBOX cabinet profile. Each line offers
a comprehensive range of applications.

TANDEMBOX intivo –

TANDEMBOX antaro –

TANDEMBOX intivo offers a multitude

TANDEMBOX antaro has a clear,

the individual line

of design possibilities, making every

kitchen unique. No matter what you decide: each solution with TANDEMBOX
intivo is really quite special and fulfils
your individual design wishes.

the minimalist line

rectangular style – whether it has

a gallery or is a closed box with a

design element. All the components
are colour-coordinated, thus
accentuating the minimalist
product design.
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Watch TIP-ON
BLUMOTION film:
www.blum.com/
trailertiponblumotion

Fascinating combination
Opens with just a light touch, has a smooth running action and closes
silently and effortlessly – experience completely harmonious and convenient
motion with TIP-ON BLUMOTION technology for LEGRABOX and
TANDEMBOX. And the best part: the motion is assisted 100 % mechanically.
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High functionality

TIP-ON BLUMOTIONʼs extensive trigger range provides inspirational ease of use for handle-less pull-outs and drawers.
An optional synchronisation can be used to extend the trigger range even further.
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Small front gap

TIP-ON BLUMOTION

has a front gap of just
2.5 mm.

Four-dimensional
adjustment

The four-dimensional
adjustment ensures

a precise gap layout.

The integrated depth
adjustment can be

made tool-free using

the adjustment wheel.

Reliable function

It is possible to pull to
open or push to close
without difficulty, and

TIP-ON BLUMOTION
will remain fully functional.

© Copyright by Blum
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Hinge systems
Silent and effortless, that’s how furniture doors close with BLUMOTION –
independent of the front weight or closing speed. Due to the ideal interplay
between the closing mechanism and BLUMOTION, a gentle push is all that’s
required for closing – even for small and light doors.
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Nothing less than the best for doors
with CLIP top hinges

▬▬The right hinge for every door
▬▬High quality – for the lifetime of
the furniture

▬▬Closes silently and effortlessly with
integrated BLUMOTION

▬▬Thanks to TIP-ON, the mechanical

opening support system, handle-less
furniture can be realised. A simple

press for closing is all that it takes.

▬▬Beautiful, exact front spacing thanks
to excellent adjustment technology
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Blum
Founded over 60 years ago by Julius Blum, today Blum is an internationally
active family-owned company. Its strategic business segments include lift,
hinge and pull-out systems. All our product developments focus on perfecting
motion.
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Blum in Austria

Global customer benefits

Innovations

The company has seven plants

tor, fitter or kitchen user – every-

innovative fittings solutions and

and around the world

in Vorarlberg, Austria, additional
production sites in Poland, the

USA and Brazil and 28 subsidiaries/representative offices. Blum

supplies more than 120 markets.

"Whether manufacturer, distribubody should personally enjoy the
benefits of Blum products" – that
is Blum's philosophy on global
customer benefits.

The Blum Group employs 6.900

To support customers with

secure long-term success for the

company, we need to consistently
invest in research and develop-

ment, in plants and facilities and
in employee training. With more

than 1200 registered trademarks

people in total, 5.300 of whom

around the world, Blum is one of

work in Vorarlberg.

Austria's most innovative companies.

Quality

Environment

DYNAMIC SPACE

concept of quality does not only

sible ecological behaviour has

storage space and high quality of

At Blum, the comprehensive

apply to products. Services and
our cooperation with customers
and partners should also meet

the same quality requirements.

At Blum, we believe that responlong-term economic benefits.

The longevity of products is just
one of many important aspects.

Other important measures include

the use of environmentally friendly
processes, the intelligent use

Good workflows, optimum use of

motion are important features of a
practical kitchen. Blum's ideas for
practical kitchen are designed to
bring function, convenience and

ergonomics to furniture interiors.

of materials and prudent energy
management.
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